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New York Times BestsellerNamed "22 Essential Cookbooks for Every Kitchen" by
SeriousEats.comNamed "25 Favorite Cookbooks of All Time" by Christopher KimballNamed
"Best Cookbooks Of 2016" by Chicago Tribune, BBC, Wired, Epicurious, Leite's CulinariaNamed
"100 Best Cookbooks of All Time" by Southern Living MagazineFor succulent results every time,
nothing is more crucial than understanding the science behind the interaction of food, fire, heat,
and smoke. This is the definitive guide to the concepts, methods, equipment, and accessories of
barbecue and grilling. The founder and editor of the world's most popular BBQ and grilling
website, AmazingRibs.com, “Meathead” Goldwyn applies the latest research to backyard
cooking and 118 thoroughly tested recipes. He explains why dry brining is better than wet
brining; how marinades really work; why rubs shouldn't have salt in them; how heat and
temperature differ; the importance of digital thermometers; why searing doesn't seal in juices;
how salt penetrates but spices don't; when charcoal beats gas and when gas beats charcoal;
how to calibrate and tune a grill or smoker; how to keep fish from sticking; cooking with logs; the
strengths and weaknesses of the new pellet cookers; tricks for rotisserie cooking; why cooking
whole animals is a bad idea, which grill grates are best;and why beer-can chicken is a waste of
good beer and nowhere close to the best way to cook a bird. He shatters the myths that stand in
the way of perfection. Busted misconceptions include: • Myth: Bring meat to room temperature
before cooking. Busted! Cold meat attracts smoke better. • Myth: Soak wood before using it.
Busted! Soaking produces smoke that doesn't taste as good as dry fast-burning wood. • Myth:
Bone-in steaks taste better. Busted! The calcium walls of bone have no taste and they just slow
cooking. • Myth: You should sear first, then cook. Busted! Actually, that overcooks the meat.
Cooking at a low temperature first and searing at the end produces evenly cooked
meat. Lavishly designed with hundreds of illustrations and full-color photos by the author, this
book contains all the sure-fire recipes for traditional American favorites and many more outside-
the-box creations. You'll get recipes for all the great regional barbecue sauces; rubs for meats
and vegetables; Last Meal Ribs, Simon & Garfunkel Chicken; Schmancy Smoked Salmon; The
Ultimate Turkey; Texas Brisket; Perfect Pulled Pork; Sweet & Sour Pork with Mumbo Sauce;
Whole Hog; Steakhouse Steaks; Diner Burgers; Prime Rib; Brazilian Short Ribs; Rack Of Lamb
Lollipops; Huli-Huli Chicken; Smoked Trout Florida Mullet –Style; Baja Fish Tacos; Lobster, and
many more.
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Franklin Barbecue: A Meat-Smoking Manifesto [A Cookbook], Steakhouse Steaks Made Easy:
Everything You need To Know To Grill Beef Steaks Like A Pro (Deep Dive Guide Book 5),
Rodney Scott's World of BBQ: Every Day Is a Good Day: A Cookbook, The Barbecue! Bible:
More than 500 Great Grilling Recipes from Around the World (Steven Raichlen Barbecue Bible
Cookbooks), Pitmaster: Recipes, Techniques, and Barbecue Wisdom [A Cookbook], Barbecue
Sauces, Rubs, and Marinades--Bastes, Butters & Glazes, Too (Steven Raichlen Barbecue Bible
Cookbooks), Michael Symon's Playing with Fire: BBQ and More from the Grill, Smoker, and
Fireplace: A Cookbook



BBQ Bill Wyko, “The finest book ever on outdoor cooking.. For years I have bought book after
book to learn every secret I can about BBQ. Of all the books I've bought, this one is by far, leaps
and bounds ahead of the rest. Honestly, you will find every trick you will find in the rest Righetti
here in one book. The sauces, rubs, techniques and even methods not commonly thought of as
the norm but are far better than what is commonly used. This book will take your BBQ skills right
into the professional level . If you only buy one BBQ book in your life, this is the one hands down.
I personally have over 1/2 a dozen various smokers & grills I cook outdoors more than indoors
so trust me when I say, this is the finest publication on BBQ of all time.”

Jennifer Guerrero, “Meathead upped my grill, smoker, and rotisserie game right out of the box!
Must have!. Meathead upped my grill, smoker, and rotisserie game right out of the box! This
book is great!I tried three of his recipes in the past three days and they were all fantastic, and
better than my usual outdoor cooking results. The Last Meal Ribs made the table giddy and
quiet, inhaling those bad boys! He did not overpromise with that name! All of the usual suspects
are in this volume, but then there are surprising entries like a French Rotisserie Chicken which is
fantastic, and loaded with tasty produce, and Baha Tacos that are killer! I can’t wait to try the rest
of this book.Buy it! You wont be disappointed!Pictured below:1) Last-Meal Ribs – p 206.2) Baha
Fish Tacos – p 332.3) Rotisserie Chicken Provençal – p 304.4) Texas Beef Brisket – p 260. This
was 28 pounds of it. I love to make ridiculous amounts of it, so that I can have lots of 1-2 cup
baggies of leftovers in the freezer for killer pizza, nachos, migas…5) Migas with the leftover
brisket6-7) Touchdown Tailgate Brat Tub – p 279. I grew up in Cheeseland. I hadn’t seen the bbq
sauce and liquid smoke addition before, but it’s a fun, tasty variation that I’ll definitely keep in the
rotation!8-9) Perfect Pulled Pork - p 198. (Corn and mac are from Masterbuilt cause I wanted to
keep it all in the smoker. I stir 1 lb cooked bacon, 2 big jalapeños sautéed in the bacon fat, and
one big clove of minced garlic into the macaroni before it goes in the smoker.)10) Really Loaded
Potato Canoes - p 202. You need some of the leftover pulled pork to make this deliciousness.
Totally leftover smoked meat worthy!”

John S. Reid, “Forget the "myths" - Meathead provides the science. I LOVE this book for the
following reasons:1. You can dive in anywhere and just start reading (and learning).2. The
author debunks all of the "myths" of grilling (e.g., regarding soaking wood chips, lump charcoal
is better than briquettes, etc.).3. He really knows his stuff - e.g., regrading the "stall", using
different types of grilling grates, all about meats, all about woods, all about - heck, just all about
anything having to do with grilling!This book is more about science than recipes - and based on
what I've tried regarding his recommended techniques, they really work!Regarding his product
placements (a gripe of one reviewer), well heck, that's what this is all about - getting the right
gear to do the job. One example - his endorsement of GrillGrate aluminum grates versus using



cast iron grates (e.g., as in the Big Green Egg - my cooker). The GG grates definitely work
better than the BGE CI grates. So why not give them a shout out? I'm always open to hearing
what products experts think work best - especially when they can back up their endorsements
with reasons why the recommended product in fact works better than other products (as does
the author). Heck, I WANT to know what works best!What do I dislike about this book?
Nothing! It's not the end-all for recipes, but if you "get" the underlying science (as is well
provided by the author) then you can "grill where no one has grilled before!"”

L. E. Roberts, “A GREAT READ AND EVEN BETTER REFERENCE FOR THOSE WHO LOVE
COOKING. Bought the book after finding Mr. Goldwyn's recipe for corning your own corned beef
online. In his recipe, I noticed that his comments about nutrition and chemistry were spot on (I
have at least the rudiments of a scientific education) rather than the collection of anecdotes and
old wive's tales that seem to permeate much of the cookbook genre. While still involved in the
brining of my first batch of homemade corned beef, I have read a good deal of his book, and
decided that I definitely made the right decision to buy it. I'm still awaiting the results of Corned
Beef a la Meathead, and may expand on my review depending on the result! For the present,
my reading has convinced me that he knows, not only the recipes and tried and true mechanics
of barbecuing (and brining/smoking), but the actual science behind the art. Since cooking is
both an art and a science, I regard this, so far, as a classic of no mean proportions.I've now
made three batches of corned beef (about ten pounds per batch) with his method, and have
decided that I'll never buy corned beef in the package again. I followed his online recipe
religiously and have never tasted better.  All of the people I've shared my product with agree.”

rob, “All the science you need for serious BBQ. I came across the book when I saw Kenji Alt
Lopez (The FoodLab) recommend it on twitter, and such are his recommendations I basically
bought it there and then, and haven't regretted it.Far more than just a recipe book - the first 1/3 at
least is about the science of all things BBQ - from a discussion on heat and different cooking
techniques, to insights on different coals, woods, BBQs etc. All of which is a great read,
especially the little "Myth Busters" sections that expose through science myths about BBQ
(letting meat get to room temperature before cooking, soaking woodchips before adding to fire,
etc).After that, with each of the meat sections, along with recipes, he dissects the different cuts,
cooks and factors to consider when preparing to BBQ.Worth noting this is all BBQ in the
American sense - so mostly relevant if you are interested in the low'n'slow smoking style BBQ
rather than the traditional English fast-and-hot approach of sausages and burgers!) - But a great
read if you really want to understand the how and the why about BBQ”

Donald Duck, “amazing and great read, but you have to have serious interest. loved this; an
amazing and great read, but you have to have serious interest in learning about the food science
part of smoking/BBQ (and actually more smoking than high-heat BBQ); a third of the book is on



what you need to know (meat types, temperatures, equipoment, prep, tons of little things that are
actually super helpful); he also debunks a lot of myths that are floating around in this space,
some of which involve quite a bit of work with his academia friends; recepies are crisp and to the
point, you won't get "100 recipes on pork" and rather "for that meat/method combo here's the
one that works" with exact prep/brine/rub/temperatures to use”

R. A. Miller, “Best BBQ book ever!. I'm really impressed with this book, but make sure you know
what you're getting. This isn't packed with tonnes of novel recipes. Almost half of the book
covers technique which is great if, like me, you like to be precise with your cooking. Also, as the
name implies, the book is aimed squarely at meat lovers.One of my favourite parts of the book is
the chapter on "rubs" to put on your meat before cooking. What a difference these make; wow!
This book has made an unbelievable difference to the standard of my BBQ cooking and I have
had some great feedback from friends and family. I would give ten stars if I could...”

IainA, “A really interesting read and some great receipes. This is a really good read page to
page! It read more like an investigation into various food myths and then helps to explain some
of the science behind some of the methods that do work and why.Interesting and any food
enthusiast would enjoy (especially if they are into BBQ)”

The book by Meathead Goldwyn has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 3,318 people have provided
feedback.
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